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This month we have a bargain for you
- three for the price of two. Three

people giving two accounts of one jour-
ney.

Ed Wells and Phil Hanman will be
speaking about their trip to France for the
Franglais friendly competition in
Maseilles. Their rather fraught trip was
caught short by a number of issues!

In part 2  Jon Ingram will relate his
somewhat more successful expedition
to the same destination.

Quote of the Month

“My senses of space, of distance, and
of direction entirely vanished.

When I looked for the ground I some-
times looked down, sometimes up,
sometimes left, sometimes right. I
thought I was very high up when I would
suddenly be thown to earth in a near
vertical spin. I thought I was very low to
the ground and I was pulled up to 3,000
feet in two minutes by the 500-horse-
power motor. It danced, it pushed, it
tossed. . . . Ah! la la!” — Antoine de
Saint-Exupéry

Well it’s that time of year again
where the flying is becoming less

frequent and thoughts move towards the
winter and what’s happening. In chrono-
logical order:
MOVEMBER
All through November there is a charity
event known as Movember. This supports
‘mens problems’ focusing mainly on pros-
tate cancer, testicular cancer, mental
health and suicide prevention. So having
had a quick practice your Chairman has
now signed up to squeeze a tache out -
for the greater good! Feel free to sign up
and join me in the challenge or sponsor
my personal efforts if you are able to do
so.
https://uk.movember.com/get
involved/share
or
https://uk.movember.com/mospace/133
47526 for my own contribution page…

FLYER LIVE
Don’t forget that the Flyer Live Show is
not running on Sunday this year – Friday
and Saturday only. The dates are 2nd and
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3rd December at Telford International
Centre.

XMAS PARTY

The venue for this year’s SVMC
Christmas party is 21st December

which by coincidence is also the third
Wednesday of the month. This will be
held again at Over Farm Barn and we are
in the process of organizing food and
entertainment. The number dropped last
year so please make an effort to fit this
into your schedules if you can. The
approach is as normal – members and
partners however if you are not bringing
a partner have a think about bringing a
friend or colleague along as a guest who
has some interest in aviation and may
just possibly want to join next year. We
will ping an email out in December to
help gauge the catering numbers.

Revised Medical Requirements from
the LAA via  John Hamer

“The revised medical Self-Declaration
on-line form now has an additional

clause stating:

To Only Fly an Aircraft of 2000kg
MTOW or Less

You may fly an aircraft of 2000kg or less,
provided you are not taking medication
for any psychiatric illness, by declaring
your fitness to fly by ticking the ‘no
greater than 2000kg’ declaration at the
end of this form.

This effectively returns us to the position
agreed during last year’s ANO
consultation. If you’re fit to drive to the
airfield, you’re fit to fly!

(Note: this only applies to UK national,
CAA PPL and NPPL holders flying aircraft
under 2000kg MTOW.  If you are flying
an aircraft up to 5700kg MTOW and you
have a health issue specified on the form,
or are the holder of an EASA PPL or LAPL,
the relevant aircrew medical
requirements still apply)

British Super Bikes at Thruxton 2016
By Jon Ingram

I’ve always wanted to fly in to a motor
racing circuit – the combination of a

new destination and the prospect of no
queues or parking problems has always
seemed attractive so when I received an
invitation to enjoy the hospitality of JD
Racing for a weekend at Thruxton it
seemed like an opportunity not to be
missed!

I called Thruxton for PPR during the week
prior and was told I would be welcome
though I would need to arrive after Friday
practice, (5pm), and could not leave until
30 minutes after racing finished on
Sunday, (6pm).

The forecast was good and all the
camping kit was ready after Fly UK. Josh
was keen and Mark Peters chose to join
us on the Saturday after he finished work.

Surprisingly, Thruxton was actually
difficult to find in the haze of an August
evening but once positioned, their very
long tarmac runway was well within even
my capabilities and we arrived without
fuss at about 6pm where much to my
amazement, there was no one in the
tower and the airfield looked almost
deserted. (It was only afterwards I
discovered the residents all push off for
the weekend and don’t come back until
Monday).

We ended up having dinner in the cafe
and then wandered around the paddock
looking at all of the machinery, trucks
marquees and people. We enjoyed full
access because we land and park in the
‘infield’ and the only way out was through
the competitor’s area which was a bonus.
On Saturday we joined the team and
spent the day either enjoying their
hospitality or watching the practice
sessions. This was followed in the
evening by a hugely entertaining quiz and
dinner together with beer and wine. It
was lovely and warm throughout the day
with added danger of sunburn as we
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wandered round all of the stalls and
stands as well as lazing about in the
viewing areas.

Sunday was a bit more overcast but this
didn’t detract from the racing which was
close and frenetic. BMW’s currently enjoy
domination with only a lonely Honda
putting up any sort of a fight. Breakfast
was followed by a long lunch and the
racing was so absorbing that I only
looked at the weather properly about
4pm. I suddenly realised the cloud base
was descending and the wind rising
though it was academic as we couldn’t
leave until after 6pm anyway.

Accidents and delays meant racing didn’t
finish until 6.30pm. We packed up
quickly and made ready to leave. I
watched Mark takeoff and became
properly concerned when he disappeared
into cloud at 600 feet or less.

We followed very soon after but at 500 ft
the wisps of cloud were making visibility
difficult. It then started to rain – heavily.

An early decision to turn back seemed
wise but to my alarm the airfield had
disappeared inside a squall with really
poor viz.  I decided to turn north again
even though we were flying towards
rising ground as it looked brighter that
way. Unfortunately the rising ground and
the lowering cloud was squeezing us
down and I realised something was
seriously amiss when not just car lights
went on but house lighting too. To make
matters worse, we could only see out of
the side windows.…

Big fields recently harvested looked
inviting for a quick landing as by this time
I was down to 200 feet. Josh didn’t seem
to be panicking, (but I was....).

Out of the gloom appeared a road.  No,
it’s a Peritrack - and there’s a parked
Glider. Its Upavon Glider site. I promptly
turned over the track, crossed over some
buildings back into wind and made a
reasonable landing, (by my standards),
on their grass runway.  I then taxied
across to some Portacabins and switched
off thinking we would be camping for
another night.

Suddenly three blokes appeared from out
of the mist. It was the CFI and two
students who were having a drink
somewhere but had heard us come over
and then land. They were all aghast that
we flew in but were really helpful. They
tied down the aeroplane and took us to
the guard room, (Upavon is an army base
now), where they registered our
presence. I was told that they heard me
fly round the field but they couldn’t see
me until on finals. They thought I was
local to them because I had lined up just
past their very tall Comms mast! I didn’t
tell them I hadn’t even seen it!

We were then very lucky as one of the
students lived in Malvern and would
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almost drive past my door on his way
home so we got a free lift back to
Gloucester.

The next day my wife drove me back to
Wiltshire to collect the aeroplane. It was
only then I saw that Communications’
Mast......

Safety
Three safety bulletins were issued by P &
M on 26 October. A copy of the notification
is reproduced on page 5 of this newsletter.
(Apologies for the poor reproduction - Ed)

Dates for your Diary
Club Christmas Party - Over Farm
Barn. Wednesday 21st December.
Details to follow in the December
newsletter.
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Photographic postscript
John Sparks is one of the very few
flexwing pilots in the Club. He has been
taking advantage of the recent fine but
cold weather.  These photos catch the
magic of flying the “motorbike of the sky”.

Bill Austin (Editor)
marshview@john-lewis.com
01684 833789
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